
SUIS PUDONG NEWSLETTER 
SUIS Pudong offers an opportunity for students to enter a continuum of education from 

Primary through to the end of Secondary to prepare them to become Global’s citizens for 
the 21st century. 
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Dear Parents , 

 

Welcome the next installment of our newsletter. In this issue, you will see the impact of our recent    
cultural diversity week , which was a great success. Students got to find out more about the culture 
and traditions from a range of different countries. Ms. Sarah Zhang tells me that we had some of 
our parents volunteer to come into school and share their knowledge - thank you very much.    
Finding out about the world around us, opens our eyes to becoming more tolerant and                  
understanding of others.  

 

Our Grade 5 students had a successful trip to Suzhou and had many opportunities to work together 
and practice independent skills. I look forward to seeing photos from the trip.  

 

 

As the weather is becoming warmer, please remember to send students to school in appropriate 
clothing and do remember to send in a water bottle.  

 

Thank you and have a good weekend. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Ms. Kim Sahi 

      Co-Principal 

 

Dates  to  Note: 

June 17-21 Poetry Week 



Cultural Diversity Week of SUIS Pudong 

May 20th to 24th was the Cultural Diversity week in SUIS Pudong Campus. Each class, picked a country and           
decorated the classroom with elements of this country. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students also had the chance to listen to some presentations from their classmates and their parents about the   
culture of different countries. Some of them brought their traditional food and activities to share with the class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On Thursday, students dressed up as their class’ chosen country and they had the opportunity to visit different 
classes to do traditional activities from the different “countries”, such as: origami, making “Eye of Turkey” bracelet; 
French Petanque etc.   
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We also had a dress up parade on Friday on the school field. Students wore traditional clothes of their chosen      
nationality, waved flags and danced with the music. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It was not only a great opportunity for our students to see and learn about other cultures in the world but also 
it was a chance for them to share their culture with other students and teachers.  

Cultural Diversity Week in G1 
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Cultural Diversity Week of SUIS Pudong 

There was great excitement last week in 
G1. The children learnt facts and         
customs about 3 different countries.    
Korea, UK and South Africa.  

In addition  to this we had some very 
interesting individual presentations 
from parents and even some pupils on a 
variety of   different countries.  G1 got an 
insight into many different cultures last 
week and even got to taste some           
delicious   traditional foods.   

 

Tamara Sayers 

G1 Co ordinator  
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Cultural Diversity Week of SUIS Pudong 

A snippet into our Cultural Diversity Week Activities  

 

Grade two had a splendid time exploring various cultural activities such as country presentations by 
students and parents, food tasting, colouring and game rotations within the grade . We also enjoyed 
the whole school parade.  
 

Grade 2 Pandas 

            
 

Grade 2 Dragon 
  

        

 

Grade 2 Lions 
  

        
 

 
It was a great learning experience as students demonstrated a depth of cultural understanding of 
their chosen country. 
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Cultural Diversity Week of SUIS Pudong 

Grade 3 explored a very diverse range of cultures 
and countries last week. These ranged from      
counties such as the USA, to Japan,  Norway and 
the little known country of  Georgia.  

Grade 3 Panda made fact files and flags on Georgia. 
Grade 3 Tiger made posters on the different states 
in America. Grade 3 Dragon played outdoor        
Japanese games , while Grade 3 Lion made their 
own versions of Edvard Munch’s famous         
painting… The Scream. 

 

Grade 4 travelled the world and the seven seas last week to journey to France, Japan, 
Turkey and Antarctica.  

The children learned about the various cultures of these places through participating 
in practical  activities such as petanque (French bowls), making complicated Japanese 
origami swans, making Turkish ‘evil eye’ bracelets and completing Antarctic penguin 
puzzles, as well as learning a plethora of information preparing them to be budding 
global citizens! 


